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Can we reliably leave ESG data to big players

In ESG we are commonly asked what the most important factor is out of

the trio. July's headlines show that governance issues remain high on the

agenda as in both cases governance issues within the organisation led to

oversight and social failures which were not picked up by either audit

firms or ESG data providers.

Analysts had been bullish on both stocks for a while. However, these

examples look to be another vindication of short-sellers ESG credentials,

see ShadowFall report over leaf. According to the FT reports, Wirecard

was not as solvent as they were suggesting, and several fashion

transparency indexes listed Boohoo in their lowest rankings for

traceability of supply chain (see right) and governance. When the retailer

can consistently market garments at £3 it is not a stretch to assume

worker pay could be an issue, yet despite the sophisticated

methodologies of ESG data houses, the ESG ratings did not reflect the

underlying issues, such as MSCI’s top level rating.

INDOS is proud to provide a range of services for clients who

incorporate environmental, social and governance (ESG)

considerations into their investment businesses. Our monthly

newsletter ‘ESG Insight’ will provide you with the latest news

and views on ESG, helping you to stay on top of

developments in this increasing area of focus.
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In early July, Wirecard, at its height valued at €28bn, acknowledged that it had a €1.9bn hole in
its accounts.

Mid-July, Boohoo, the well-known fast-fashion retailer acknowledged that within their UK supply
chain some workers are paid well below minimum wage, attracting claims of modern slavery.

Boohoo is attracting increasing criticism
from fashion groups for their practices



Despite the warning signs of poor accounting and transparency in both firms, some ESG funds reportedly still had

exposures to them. Of these the majority seem to be low-cost passive funds which tilt to ESG rather than being

actively managed. These funds will use the headline 'ESG' score from a data provider and not invest in a firm below a

threshold. If the data provider scores do not reflect the underlying issues then the fund will still invest.

The need for verification of ESG data is growing, firms which exist to randomly sample positions within funds to

ensure the reliability of the ratings which many managers use will increase the market confidence.

The EU sustainability disclosure regulation

This month we take a brief look at incoming EU regulations on sustainability-related disclosures in the financial

services sector (known as the Disclosure Regulation or SFDR). 

The Disclosure Regulations form part of several new regulations which are putting sustainability at the heart of the

EU financial system and comes into force in March 2021 as a comply or explain regime. 

Amongst the requirements, it will require firms to:

The Disclosure Regulation applies at the firm and the product level in respect of all financial products, and not just

those with an ESG focus. The Disclosure Regulation will capture a broad range of Financial Market Participants,

including AIFMs, UCITS ManCo's and MiFID firms as well as potentially funds marketed by non-EU managers  to

EU investors.  It will also impact financial products including AIFs, UCITS, managed accounts as well as investment

advice.

1) publish on their website policies about how sustainability risks are integrated in the investment decision

making process and how remuneration policies are consistent with the integration of sustainability risks

2) on a comply or explain basis disclose policies and the adverse impacts of investment decisions on

sustainability factors

3) make certain or provide evidence for other disclosures particularly in relation to ESG focussed products.

The ShadowFall hedge fund led by Matthew Earl, a specialist in taking positions that bet against a company’s share price, issued
a 54-page report accusing Boohoo of misleading investors about profits and cashflow.

What is the disclosure regulation

Who would be subject to these rules?
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The UK is expected to implement the Disclosure Regulations in March 2021. However, the UK government has

not confirmed if the next level of EU regulations, the Regulatory Technical Standards, which will be implemented

as they have not been released. 

There is therefore uncertainty about how UK firms will implement the Disclosure Regulation in practice if the level

2 disclosures are not implemented.

Will the Disclosure regulation still apply once the UK leaves the EU

Firms should start to formulate their policy on the integration of sustainability risks in their investment process for

publication on their websites. 

Firms should also assess whether they plan to implement a policy with respect to the principal adverse impacts of

investment decisions on sustainability or explain which such impacts are not considered. 

There is a large qualitative and quantitative element outlining the adverse environmental impacts of a manager's

portfolio such as the carbon intensity and portfolio exposure to water-stressed areas.

For many managers or those without a dedicated ESG analyst, these will be difficult disclosures to undertake. For

this reason, we expect many of those looking to fully adopt and comply with the Disclosure Regulation being

those for which sustainability and ESG is very aligned with their brand image and therefore they would have the

resource to undertake the disclosure.

Our firm is a 'financial market participant', is there anything we should be doing

between now and March 2021?
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